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our software is very user friendly! - your 10 year old can use this! we worked hard to make the
software the easiest to use of all engine calculatorsused by professionals and weekend racers of all

sorts with great success! from competition chainsaw cutting to v8 supercar racing! mature software,
developed since 2005. years of experience have proven both our 2 stroke and 4 stroke software to
work exceptionally good! make more horsepower and torque than off the shelf pipes! jul 19, 2013

this software is a no brainer if youre looking for to design your own pipe headers! this software is my
holy grail.it is easily the best header design program out there today! some people argue for cad

programs, my argument is why spend time and money on an entire cad program when i can get this
for free?.i think its a no brainer!. save time and money here, take away from my hobby cause i would

have been designing headers in my garage using pencil and paper for years to come!! its just that
easy!.. now i can design my own headers!! but, no other header calculator software is as easy to use
as this one. if you are in to tuning headers, building race headers and really want to design your own

header, this program is the way to go! this is the program and i would recommend it to anyone
serious about tuning headers and building headers! now i know its hard to believe for most of you
out there, but this program is very easy to use! the amount of information there is about header

design is insane, literally thousands of books and out there for most anyone and programs out there
that are hard to use or free, which is not true with this program, if you can not figure out how to use
it in the first hour of using it, then your nuts!. i think the only reason this program is so complex is

because the guy who developed this program is a great header tuner from before!.
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amazing program this is
the first time i have tried
something like this.it's
really good i'm running

through the settings and
i'm getting some sensible
results.i've got 2 russian
singles in the garage and

2 yamahas, for some
reason they are all

running very hot.i have
put in an order for the
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pipe bender and was just
wondering how much it's
going to cost?have you

got it available on demo?i
hope you can help me
out with a price,a few

comments on the service
and paypal is okay or is

there a different payment
facility for long distance.

it will be my first time
doing this and thought
the input on here might

help with all the
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questions i have. hi
james,i'm based in the
uk.for a pipe project we
are doing i would need

the longest diameter and
od & wall thickness i.e. 8

x 3in od 60 x 2.5in
wall.just a thought of
course but i think if i

bought a pipe bender it
would be better than

doing it myself. hi
james,for a pipe project

we are doing i would
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need the longest
diameter and od & wall
thickness i.e. 8 x 3in od

60 x 2.5in wall.just a
thought of course but i
think if i bought a pipe

bender it would be better
than doing it myself. hi

ed,thanks for you
comments. the price you

quoted seems great, i
was hoping to be able to

do all the pipe work
myself but i may have to
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pay someone to do it for
me,i would be interested
in doing it myself but i
think i will need some

help.i was planning to get
the pipe bender and i

was wondering if it would
be a good idea to buy a
pipe flaring machine as
well?i believe i could do
most of the work myself
and it would save some
money so that sounds

like a good idea.
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